A comprehensive business plan requires an accurate forecast, pipeline and actual order information. You must also make decisions about up- or downscaling your manufacturing capabilities. AXTension® Visual Planning for production uses the Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations, Enterprise edition master plans to highlight the impact on your resources and where any bottleneck might occur. This insight gives you the control to make decisions based on accurate information.

After MRP has generated a set of planned production or batch orders, many companies struggle with approving them because they cannot see how they will influence the available capacity. AXTension® Visual Planning for Production shows you precisely when orders are scheduled and how they influence confirmed orders or project activities. Rescheduling or optimizing the production of specific products becomes a piece of cake. When production is imminent a detailed schedule must be created. Matching resources to specific activities, minimizing set-up times by optimizing the order sequence or prioritizing orders to reduce stress on a bottleneck machine are all day to day questions you must anticipate. AXTension® Visual Planning provides all the flexibility needed to make the planner feel “in control”.
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What is AXtension® Visual Planning for Production?

AXtension® Visual Planning for Production offers the following advantages:

• Instant manufacturing overview with graphical scheduling board.
• Reduced shopfloor interference by pro-actively managing challenges.
• Analyzes your master schedule to make strategic business decisions.
• Ability to change planning horizon for rough cut capacity or detailed scheduling.
• Personalized planning dashboard showing only the necessary information.
• Mass rescheduling of resources and operations or jobs.
• Line-up production and project scheduling for manufacturing resources.
• Insight in optimizing possibilities via visual signals.
• Ability to execute job based on previous activities, capacity and materials.

Synergy between AXtension® Visual Planning for Production and Projects provides a complete manufacturing overview of not only the project activities, but also the status of the individual operations or jobs.

AXtension® Visual Planning for Production:

Allows you to plan (planned) production orders and batch orders in one view.

Enables production planners to perform mass (re)scheduling of (planned) production and batch orders for resources and retain insight into their capacities.

Is an enhancement to the production module that integrates your supply chain. (purchase orders, subproduction orders, master planning), with the task planning.

Unites all of its powerful elements in a simple visual Gantt chart overview, which is fully integrated with supporting information.

Gives the production manager insight into the production progress. Visual alerts show non-conformities in the planning.

Allows you to plan (planned) production orders and batch orders in one view.

Gives the production manager visual alerts of non-conformities in the planning.

Gives the project manager insight into production progress.
From the task planner you reschedule your production orders, monitor production progress and see the impact of changes made. All from one screen.
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You can also see the impact on available capacity.
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“With AXtension® Visual Planning for Production, we manage more projects, at a higher standard, using fewer resources, more effectively.”

Enter your comfort zone! Go to AXtension.com and request a demo on demand.
“AXtension is the 2016 Global Microsoft Dynamics Independent Software Vendor (ISV) of the Year.”

ENTER YOUR COMFORT ZONE

Our innovative business solutions are the key enablers that help companies to drive up their business performance and realize optimal process control. Our core focus is delivering solid value added enhancements that go beyond Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations, Enterprise edition.

The technology landscape is changing faster than ever before. With the availability of new technology our work and private lives are becoming more and more integrated. This changes the way we live and work, while enabling us to keep a satisfactory balance between well-being and business performance. The AXtension business model is designed and managed to quickly address these changes and adequately translate them into solutions that enhance working capabilities, increase performance and bring peace of mind.

The AXtension team’s passion is to successfully develop and deliver solutions based on the latest technological innovations, and therefore make a major difference in our customers’ daily working practices. The key elements in AXtension solutions include; ease of task execution, pace, and lean working practices. The result is high quality solutions that are easy to use, fast to implement and optimally supported. This allows our customers to stay focused on their core business.

Our long-lasting commitment to intuitive user experience, customer satisfaction and continuous development of outstanding solutions is secured through our Centre of Excellence.

The AXtension Centre of Excellence is a dedicated group of leading industry and domain Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations, Enterprise edition experts that bring best-in-class industry and technology practices into our solutions and services. Our experts hold positions on various Microsoft Technology Advisory boards, including the Microsoft Dynamics Certification board, Inner Circle and Partner Council. Industry best practices are continuously captured through both research and projects executed with leading customers in a large variety of industries.

AXtension solutions are delivered and supported through both an extensive global partner network and by our own high performance services group. For many years, AXtension has been the first ISV to be market ready with new version releases, tested and certified by Microsoft.
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AXtension® solutions:

- AXtension® Content Gate
- AXtension® Invoice Processing
- AXtension® Visual Planning for Projects
- AXtension® Visual Planning for Production
- AXtension® Project Cost Control
- AXtension® Kitting
- AXtension® Enterprise Content Management

AXtension®
Add competitive power